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B I O G R A P H Y

Where the intersections of the DMV collide, GoldLink is a direct product. The first 

time 21-year-old GoldLink picked up a mic was only three years ago in his 

hometown and he has no intentions of putting it down. The emcee is piloting 

the “Future Bounce” genre, accruing over one million plays on his Soundcloud 

and capturing the attention of an entire industry with this first project, The God 

Complex, which released in late spring of 2014. 

GoldLink’s sound is densely weighted with shimmering polyrhythmic sounds, 

constructed with formidable producers like Kaytranada, Lakim and Louie Lastic. 

His sound milks nostalgic cuts of 90s hip-hop and R&B and the area’s natural 

go-go heritage with transcending circadian drops of EDM and Afro-Caribbean 

drum patterns. GoldLink’s raps are calculated, tackling them with a roller-coaster 

delivery, with a distinct voice and unmeasurable cadence. With his unyielding 

charm, Goldlink tackles his own battles of social and cultural injustice, pursuing a 

relatable voice of romantic instability. Without relying on talent alone, GoldLink 

has studied rap’s hierarchy, building his biting flow that’s quicker than a sales-

man and fouler than a sailor.  Citing Edgar Allan Poe, Grimes, and Pink Floyd as 

his main influences, GoldLink’s subject matter highlights dealing cocaine, 

gun-toting friends, an absent father, and the general hardship of growing up in 

the ghetto. 

With only one full project (The God Complex) under his belt, he has still been 

able to receive the support of outlets like FADER, Complex, Noisey,  Shade 45 

and VSCO––which documented GoldLink’s meeting with Def Jam co-founder 

Rick Rubin at his Malibu-based Shangri La studio. The recognition spread further 

than the web, as GoldLink played several showcases at SXSW, including one 

alongside the future-bounce conglomerates at Soulection, touring with 

electronic-producer SBTRKT and now is now finally headlining his own US tour in 

summer 2015.  The short career of GoldLink thus far has shown him relative 

success, winning crowds over with his explosive energy that’s engaging at each 

live show. As he prepares for his follow-up project, we are all excited to watch, 

experience, and dance to his progression.
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T H E  G O D  C O M P L E X  E P

“GoldLink's sound, if not in heaven, at least sounds like he's floating somewhere in 

between here and there.” - The Fader

 

"Clearly in his own lane, GoldLink could be for DMV rap what Chance The Rapper 

was for Chicago rap last year." - Fact Magazine

"[The God Complex] is a journey worth taking." - Complex

"The God Complex is a stunning re-invisioning of what Rap can be and do."

 - Hip-Hop DX

"With The God Complex, GoldLink has created one of the year's more enthralling 

projects on both the local and national scenes."  - Washington City Paper 

"He's struck a nerve, even if no one knows exactly where that nerve is just yet" 

(Album Score: 7.9) - Pitchfork

"One of the hottest new rappers to look out for." - ThisSongIsSick

"It's safe to say The God Complex...is merely a starting point in [GoldLink]'s 

soon-to-be illustrious career." - HillyDilly

"[The God Complex] comes across totally viable in today's market, but sounds 

nothing like anything in it." - The Smoking Section

1. Ay Ay [Prod. Fingalick]

2. Planet Paradise [Prod. Louie Lastic]

3. Bedtime Story [Prod. Louie Lastic]

4. Divine (ft. Kali Uchis) [Prod. Louie Lastic]

5. Hip-Hop (Interlude) [Prod. Teklun]

6. Fuck Being Polite [Prod. Lakim]

7. How It's Done [Prod. Bunx // Jaylen!]

8. CNTRL [Prod. Fingalick]

9. When I Die [Prod. McCallaman]

The God Complex
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S O C I A L  I M P A C T

Despite citing technology and social media as one of the many flaws in today’s 

society, GoldLink has already established a devoted online fanbase following 

him. With a single project under his belt, the 17 Million + SoundCloud plays is a 

good indication of the virality and potential that his music holds. 

G E O G R A P H I C  A N A L Y T I C S

facebook.com/goldlinksquaaash

FOLLOWERS

Total Impressions: 324.7K

Average impres./day: 11.4K

Engagement Rate: 5.2%

Link Clicks: 1.1K

12.3K

LIKES

Total Reach: 14K

Post Reach: 13K

Female: 22%

Male: 78%

21K

PLAYS
17M

VIEWS
745K

T O P  3  C O U N T R I E S
U S A  •  F R A N C E  •  U N I T E D  K I N G D O M

T O P  3  C I T I E S
L O N D O N  •  P A R I S  •  L O S  A N G E L E S  
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M U S I C  V I D E O S

GOLDLINK 
& SANGO
A T  M O M A P S 1

S O B E R  T H O U G H T S

A Y  A Y

W H E N  I  D I E
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S H O W S  &  T O U R S

Where the intersections of the DMV collide, GoldLink is a direct product. The first 

time 21-year-old GoldLink picked up a mic was only three years ago in his 

hometown and he has no intentions of putting it down. The emcee is piloting 

the “Future Bounce” genre, accruing over one million plays on his Soundcloud 

and capturing the attention of an entire industry with this first project, The God 

Complex, which released in late spring of 2014. 

GoldLink’s sound is densely weighted with shimmering polyrhythmic sounds, 

constructed with formidable producers like Kaytranada, Lakim and Louie Lastic. 

His sound milks nostalgic cuts of 90s hip-hop and R&B and the area’s natural 

go-go heritage with transcending circadian drops of EDM and Afro-Caribbean 

drum patterns. GoldLink’s raps are calculated, tackling them with a roller-coaster 

delivery, with a distinct voice and unmeasurable cadence. With his unyielding 

charm, Goldlink tackles his own battles of social and cultural injustice, pursuing a 

relatable voice of romantic instability. Without relying on talent alone, GoldLink 

has studied rap’s hierarchy, building his biting flow that’s quicker than a sales-

man and fouler than a sailor.  Citing Edgar Allan Poe, Grimes, and Pink Floyd as 

his main influences, GoldLink’s subject matter highlights dealing cocaine, 

gun-toting friends, an absent father, and the general hardship of growing up in 

the ghetto. 

With only one full project (The God Complex) under his belt, he has still been 

able to receive the support of outlets like FADER, Complex, Noisey,  Shade 45 

and VSCO––which documented GoldLink’s meeting with Def Jam co-founder 

Rick Rubin at his Malibu-based Shangri La studio. The recognition spread further 

than the web, as GoldLink played several showcases at SXSW, including one 

alongside the future-bounce conglomerates at Soulection, touring with 

electronic-producer SBTRKT and now is now finally headlining his own US tour in 

summer 2015.  The short career of GoldLink thus far has shown him relative 

success, winning crowds over with his explosive energy that’s engaging at each 

live show. As he prepares for his follow-up project, we are all excited to watch, 

experience, and dance to his progression.

10/15/2014   THE BELASCO • LOS ANGELES, CA

10/16/2014   THE BELASCO • LOS ANGELES, CA

10/17/2014   FOX THEATER • OAKLAND, CA

10/18/2014   HOUSE OF BLUES • LAS VEGAS, NV

10/20/2014   OGDEN THEATRE • DENVER, CO

10/21/2014   LIBERTY HALL • LAWRENCE, KS

10/23/2014   RIVIERA THEATRE • CHICAGO, IL

10/24/2014   HOUSE OF BLUES • CLEVELAND, OH

10/25/2014   LINCOLN THEATRE • WASHINGTON, DC

10/26/2014   TERMINAL 5 • NEW YORK, NY

10/27/2014   TERMINAL 5 • NEW YORK, NY

10/29/2014   ROYALE • BOSTON, MA

10/30/2014   METROPOLIS • MONTREAL, QC, CANADA

10/31/2014   DANFORTH MUSIC HALL • TORONTO, ON, CANADA

11/01/2014   DANFORTH MUSIC HALL • TORONTO, ON, CANADA

 FOR MORE INFO SBTRKT.COM // SQUAAASHCLUB.COM
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P R E S S  &  M E D I A

Many blogs and tastemakers in both the hip-hop and chill-wave genres have 

already given the nod of approval to GoldLink, due to the crossover appeal and 

overwhelming positive response from readers across the web. Barely half a year 

in to his career and GoldLink has already garnered recognition from online 

music publications such as Pigeons & Planes, Earmilk, 2 Dope Boyz, Hypetrak, 

Good Music All Day, and DJ Booth. Aside from the blogs and e-zines, the 

future-bounce sound has reached fans ears in over 75 different countries. 

With the song on its way to completion, Chet is reflective. “I haven’t collaborated 

a lot for starters, so vocally I had to let go,” Chet reveals, “So it’s nice to come 

into a room and say that I’m not going to have to do everything today,” sitting 

comfortably back in his chair with Goldlink at his side. Goldlink adds, “I like to see 

how other people work and adjusting to that- so he goes on the keys, and I’m 

gonna sit over here and think of a melody while he does his thing. And whatever 

he wants to do, I’m just gonna figure out what I wanna do with whatever he 

wants to do without telling me....” Goldlink trails off as Chet nods in agreement. 

He doesn’t even need to finish his sentence for Chet to understand the words 

left held back under his tongue.

SONGS FROM SCRATCH IS AN ORIGINAL SERIES FROM YOURS TRULY AND ADIDAS ORIGINALS THAT 

DOCUMENTS AND DELIVERS NEW SONGS,  FROM SCRATCH. EACH SONG IS THE RESULT OF A CURATED 

COLLABORATION  BETWEEN ARTISTS WHOSE CRAFT AND PASSION INSPIRE ACTION. 
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General Inquiries

Henny Yegezu
Henny@equativethinking.com

Booking

Joe Hadley
Joe@WindishAgency.com


